
Moto Trainer® represents the training revolution for riders. 
Now you can ride your motorcycle and train everywhere. 

www.mototrainer.co.uk

DISTRIBUTORS

For commercial inquiries
To rent or buy
Contact us at sales@mototrainer.it

Now you can

Moto Trainer LTD
Head Office -Bulgary-Varna 
Showroom - Italy - Milano
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“Moto Trainer means revolution
and represents the future. ”

“It is a very efficent tool 
 to face a race.”

MANUEL POGGIALI
2 TIMES WORLD CHAMPION



OUTDOOR INDOOR SMART DESIGNPERFECT FOR LEARNING 

MOTORCYCLE 
MANUFACTURER

RACE TEAM

RIDER

RIDING SCHOOL

BIKER

Let ’s try your prospects 
their next bike 

WHO

A UNIQUE TRAINING EXPERIENCE

WHY

Show your bike in ac�on, your 
sponsor wil l  appreciate 

Train your brain and your 
body to face the next race

Teach your student the right 
movements on a real  bike
Save money and try al l  the 
best tracks from your home 

Measure your performance by using telemetry

Moto Trainer is the best motorbike simulator  
based on an interna�onal patent  BENEFITS & VALUES

Thro�le
Gears

Front/Rear Brakes
Lean Angle

GREAT FOR:

Workout

Learn new circuits

Injury recovery

Riding posi�on
improvement

Entertainments

FEATURES
Use your bike

Suitable for all sports bikes, 
including yours.

Affordable price
The price of the basic model is 
€ 4900. All models can be 
updated to the higher version.

So�ware with 4 levels 
of difficul�es

Based on your riding skills, you will 
receive help or correc�ons by the 
so�ware. Be careful not to fall!

Lean up to 50°
Train on all tracks in the world 
by leaning up to 50° safely

Quick installa�on. In just 30 
minutes you can have your 
trainer ready to use.

The experience that you feel 
riding your motorbike on the 
Moto Trainer is unique.

With the Simulator version 
you will have the opportunity 
to measure your 
performance

Easy to move
The low weight and the 
wheels allow you to move 
the Moto Trainer easly.

Open source 
video library

You can train on any circuit 
in the world.  Upload the 
onboard video you prefer, 
including yours own.

Telemetry

Real riding experience

Easy to install



Choose your Moto Trainer

Shipping Box

BASIC EAGLE

Frame 

MT Box +
So�ware MTS

Lean Engine

Fork Engine

PC

Parts Includes
Suitable for a user who 
wants to train safely, 
without having to spend 
large amounts of money. 

Ideal for those looking for 
maximum. performance 
and want to compete 
Online against others

Perfect for the user who 
wants to train and faithfully 
reproduce all the move-
ments of the fast driving.

Use your motorbike, load it on the patented 
mechanism, lock the front wheel  and choose 
your favorite circuit.

Mission

Details

+

Timing

Opera�on mode area: 240x240cm 
Shipping Box:   127x96x100cm

MT Basic     200kg
MT Simulator and Eagle    250kg

Measure

Weight

4900 € 10900 € 12900 € 14900 €

Structure assembly �me: 30 min
Bike installa�on / uninstalla�on : 5 min
Sensors installa�on �me: 20 min

The goal of Moto Trainer® is to allow everyone 
to use their bike on all the circuits of the 
world, at an affordable price, and train their 
body and mind.

We believe that the thrill of riding your bike 
more o�en helps anyone to get stronger and 
feel be�er. In this way distances and weather 
condi�ons will no longer be a problem.

SIMULATOR
Light *

SIMULATOR  
Top *

Perfect for the user who 
wants to train and faithfully 
reproduce all the move-
ments of the fast driving.

MTS is a so�ware developed by our engineers capable of playing any onboard video, where you can 
save on a telemetry master track.  .
This means that you can load any circuit (track and road) and motorbike you want. .
Once Master Track Telemetry has been saved, the following riders must replicate the video in the most 
faithful way to the reference telemetry. 
The goal is to replicate as much be�er as you can the telemetry of the onboard video. 
The MTS so�ware will analyze the rider's performance by monitoring the accelerator, front and rear 
brakes, gearbox and trajectories. It is possible to choose the number of laps.  

 Based on the difficulty level set between beginner, intermediate, expert and rider, if the error is greater 
than allowed, the MTS so�ware will stop the lap showing a crash and the error log.        .
When the rider performs the exercise correctly,  MTS so�ware will show the telemetry results at the 
end of the lap giving a score based on the correctness of the rider’s performance.          .

This result will be added to a ranking. 

* Compa�ble with Xbox and Pc games

MTS System



Moto Trainer® represents the training revolution for riders.
Now you can ride your motorcycle and train everywhere. 

www.mototrainer.it/en

DISTRIBUTORS 

For commercial inquiries 
To rent or buy 
Contact us at info@mototrainer.co.uk

Now you can

Moto Trainer LT D
Head Office -Bulgary -Varna 
Showroom - Chiswick(London) 
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